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Abstract 

Lords of Magna Terra is a turn-based strategy RPG, built on the Android platform using 

the Unity game engine, where you take control of a soldier tasked with saving his lord in a castle 

under siege.  In this game, you control the main character and 4+ guards, while attempting to 

save your lord from the enemy forces who have breached the castle.  Each building is open and 

has a specific objective associated with it; each of these objectives has pros for taking it and cons 

for not taking it.  You are given 30+ soldiers to assign into groups tasked to take each objective.  

Once groups have been created to take different objectives, each group will attempt to do so 

while sustaining minimal losses.  After assigning groups to objectives, you will deploy your 

small contingent of guards to save your lord. 
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Lords of Magna Terra 

1. Problem Statement 

1.1 Description 

Video games are advancing at such a rapid pace that a lot of players yearn for something 

nostalgic, however they don’t necessarily want to replay Super Mario, Half-Life, or other 

childhood games.  The purpose of this project is to create an old-school, 2D video game with 

turn-based, strategy, and RPG elements.  There are three primary user interfaces: the start menu, 

squad objective selector, and in-game user interface.  In addition to the design and build of the 

UI, there was also the need to design and build the first level.  The development of the artistic 

elements—specifically sprites (images) for both the environment and characters—was 

outsourced.  Along with the previous tasks, a combat system and an individual squad AI were 

hand built. 

1.2 Solutions 

The goal of this project was to provide a 2D video game with a nostalgic look and feel, 

but with new gameplay and storylines.  In order for a single developer to accomplish such a 

large-scale task in such a short time, the creative scope of the project had to be reduced.  This 

project was built on the Unity3D game engine, which is primarily used for 3D video games but 

does allow for the production of 2D video games.  Each of the user interfaces were sketched out.  

The graphical elements of the UIs were further detailed and colored by an artist, based on the UI 

sketches, and then created using Unity’s built-in user interface designer.  Due to Unity being 

purposed for 3D games, the level design was one of the most difficult elements to accomplish.  
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Online tutorials were accessed to aid with this important problem, however, some of the coding 

challenges mandated unique solutions not available online.  For creating the character sprites and 

level images, the same artist that helped in creating the UI, along with another artist, rendered all 

of the necessary sprites/images.  Finally, the squad AI and combat system were accomplished 

using Unity’s scripting software. 

1.3 Features 

 This game features one level for players to interact with allowing for an estimated 20-30 

minutes of play time.  Players can access this game for free using either an Android phone or 

tablet, allowing for on-the-road mobile gameplay.  The first level contains an 88 by 110 grid 

layout, equating to 9,680 tiles that the player can traverse.  Along with the massive grid layout 

for the players, they can also lead a small army to victory using the game’s combat system.  This 

combat system handles all of the units on the map and all of the interactions among units.  The 

custom-built objective system takes advantage of the combat system by commanding units the 

player assigns to it.  By commanding some of the player’s units, the objective system moves 

about taking key objectives the player wishes taken.  Each texture that the player views was 

hand-crafted to fit into the world of Lords of Magna Terra.   

1.4 User Profile 

 The targeted users of this project are people who have fond memories of playing 

nostalgic games on handheld devices like the Game Boy.  These are users who welcome a game-

playing experience that, while new to them, will bring back the joy they had so many years ago.  

Lords of Magna Terra aims to do this by giving users the chance to play an older-style game with 

the ease of just having to pull out their phone or tablet.  The game focuses on gamers interested 
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in turn-based, strategy, and/or RPG games.  The interface of the game is simple and intuitive.  

For a large portion of the project, a considerable amount of time and effort was given to making 

a smooth and flexible user interface.  While playing this game, users should not need any 

experience outside of understanding how to interact with a touch screen.  When the user starts a 

game, he or she will be tasked with strategically controlling the assigned units.  This experience 

should motivate the user to complete as many objectives as possible.  After completing a game, 

the game can be replayed over and over in an effort for the player to adjust strategies and 

improve results.  This game provides large functional buttons, easy-to-use interfaces, and simple 

touch features. 
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2. Use Case Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Use Case Diagram 
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3. Deliverables 

3.1 Level Design 

 The first level was designed to allow for multiple playthroughs, providing plenty of space 

for a user’s units to maneuver.  The map contains key objectives that the user has the option of 

taking.  When these objectives are successfully taken, the player is given rewards at the end of 

the game.  Each objective can be taken by either the user’s personal squad or by one of the 

squads that the user tasks with taking the objective.   

3.2 Textures and Animations 

 The background textures were completed by a graphic artist.  The 

character textures and animations were created by an experienced game artist, 

based on the detailed specifications of the game designer.  These textures 

were applied to the game after the images were perfected. 

3.3 User Interface 

The three user interfaces were created to the simplest level possible allowing for the user 

to be able to understand each function immediately. The start menu consists of continue, new 

game, and exit buttons.  The objective system allows for the user to add their troops into 

different squads prior to starting the level by using a ticket setup which allows the player to add 

how many units go into each squad.  The in-game user interface allows for the player to see the 

statistics of both allied and enemy units, while also maintaining control of the player’s own 

squad. 

3.4 Pathfinding System 

 The Pathfinding System allows for either the player to enter a movement for their 

directly-controlled units or for the Objective System to enter movements for the AI-controlled 
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units.  This system allows for all units to utilize it depending on the class of unit, which affects 

how many spaces the unit can move.  The Pathfinding System has by far been the hardest part of 

the project, but is also critical to the project’s success. 

3.5 Combat System 

 Once units have been moved using the Pathfinding System, the Combat System allows 

for units to attack enemy units within range.  The Combat System was custom-built to be as 

dynamic as possible, allowing for the player’s units, allied AI units, and enemy AI units to utilize 

its functions.   

3.6 Objective System 

 After the pre-generated units have been assigned into squads by the player, the units are 

controlled by the Objective System.  This system utilizes both the Pathfinding and Combat 

Systems to achieve each squad’s current objective.  The Objective System was extremely 

difficult to implement but will differentiate Lords of Magna Terra from other nostalgic games.  

The difference will occur in the way the player commands their troops at the beginning of the 

game, unlike other games where an allied unit is controlled with its own objectives in mind. 

 

4. Project Planning 

4.1 Budget 

The proposed budget was around $500. These funds were used to purchase a medium-

level android tablet for $250 with the rest of the funds being spent on hiring artists to produce 

textures and 2D characters.  The free version of Unity3D was used and the lead programmer 

attempted to use primarily-free student artwork services.  Testing was done on a Droid Razr 

Maxx HD Android phone and a Nexus 7 tablet. 
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With ideal funding – in the $4,000 to $5,000 range – purchasing of a higher-level android 

tablet ($800), Unity3D Pro ($1,500), and extensive artwork and audio services would be 

possible. 

4.2 Timeline 

This timeline shows estimates of how much time was devoted to each section of the 

project, along with how the project tasks were split up.  Each activity included the necessary time 

to learn and build what was needed for the game.  After the initial development of the game, 

there was a ‘Bug Testing’ and ‘Polishing’ period to allow for the discovery of game-breaking 

bugs prior to release.  The sprites and other artwork created by the designated artists were 

implemented in the polishing phase. 
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4.3 Execution 

 Once the planning and the timeline had been finished, the execution phase commenced.  

This phase included completing and testing all of the key features listed for this project.  While 

working on the project, several features were found to be more difficult than previously 

anticipated, the most challenging of which being the Pathfinding System.  The Pathfinding 

System slowed the entire project down due to its integration with other features, particularly with 

the Objective System.  Once the Pathfinding System challenges were resolved, the execution of 

the project could move forward as originally planned. 

 

5. Testing 

5.1 Alpha Testing 

 Alpha testing was conducted by the lead programmer, commencing once all of the core features 

had been implemented.  This allowed for basic game-breaking bugs to be fixed prior to the beta-testing 

stage.  The alpha-testing stage also allowed for the lead programmer to balance some of the features in the 

game, such as movement and combat.  This testing stage was completed using a PC version of the game.  

Any bugs that would get through would be caught by the beta testers in the next stage of the project, 

improving the game’s final version for release. 

5.2 Beta Testing 

 Beta testing started when the alpha testing stage ended and was completed by the lead 

programmer’s friends and family.  This stage allowed for the lead programmer to work on fixing specific 

issues experienced by the testers.  This testing stage was completed using a PC version of the game.  The 

beta testing stage was the final point prior to the polishing and release stage. 
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5.3 Polishing 

 The final stage of the project allowed for the lead programmer to finish balancing the game, while 

testing textures and scale for different platforms.  These platforms included an android phone (Droid Razr 

Maxx HD) and an android tablet (Nexus 7).  Once LoMT had been tested on each platform, the game was 

ready for initial public release. 

 

6. Conclusion 

Lords of Magna Terra is a mobile game built for the Android phone/tablet for video 

gamers who enjoy nostalgic, turn-based strategy RPGs.  Due to LoMT’s RPG and strategy 

aspects, the game is very “re-playable,” allowing for a player to redesign their character and 

attempt different strategies with each playthrough.  Delivering enjoyable gameplay is a primary 

focus of this project, and the game storyline will allow for players to be enticed and intrigued by 

what may happen the next time they play Lords of Magna Terra. 
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